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Let Q, be a class of graphs. H E @ is an absolute retract if for every isometric embedding h of 
)il into a graph G E @ an edge-preserving map g from G to H exists such that gob is the identity 
map on H. 
We show that the direct product of an absolute retract of n-chromatic graphs and an absolute 
retract of reflexive g::aphs yields a member of the former class. 
This leads to a new characterixation of a!rsolute retracts of n-chromatic graphs. 
All graphs considered in this paper are finite, conne&d, undirected, and 
without multiple edges. For a graph G kt ‘V(G) ZKL I_. ‘a., w and E(G) its 
edge set. The edge connecting vertices u and v is denoted by (u, v). . .‘e agree 
upon (u, v) = (v, u). e consider two classes: reflexive graphs, that is graphs in 
which every vertex is adjacent to itself, as we!1 as simple graphs, that is graphs 
without loops at their vertices. 
For any graphs G and H an edge-preserving map or homomorphism of G to H 
is a mapfof V(G) to V( ) such tnat f (g) is adjacent o f (g’) in 
adjacent o g’ in G. A si le graph G is n-chromatic if there is a 
onto K,, the complete giaph of F-4 vertices, and PZ is ihe smallest such natural 
number. The integer n is also called the chromatic number x(G) of 6. An 
injective homomorphism is called an embedding. Only in reflexive graphs it is 
possible that an cdgq~=eservin$ map identifies adjacent vertices. 
H is a subgraph of G if V(H) c V(G), and H has all edges inherited from G. 
N is a retract of G if H is a subgraph of G and there is a homo 
with f(h) = h for all h E V(H), in 
f we denote by d&, g’) the distance 
m g to g’ in 6, it is easy to see 
any g, g’ E V(G) 
this case f is called retraction. 
that for any ed 
holds. Thus a subgraph 
ers . (Nort slland) 
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Fig. 1. The hexagon with shaded vertic% is a retract UP the graph in (b) and (c) but not of the graph 
in (a), ye) ad (d). 
If there is no shortcut we call P subgpaph H of G Lwmetrk, i.e., distances 
between vertices are the same in 
d&g, it’) = dG(h, h’), for 8 
Thus if a subgraph is a retract, t s necessarily an isome& subgraph. Figure 
l(d) shows that this condition sufficient. f&&&e graphs R which are 
retracts whenever this necessary con&oh is satisfied are called absolute retracts 
t is easy to see that retractions on simple graphs preserve the chromatic 
is an isochrovrtcrtic 
raph of an n-chromatic 
chromatic numbers of k? 
iihlmann and Schtitte [il. For 
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isane [%)I p hs4x-i [8], uzet [ 171. Other 
classes of abs retracts were investigate etracts of planar graphs are 
r we shall consider both, absolute retracts of reflexive graphs and 
ts of n-chromatic graphs, and point out that the direct product of 
one of the first and one of the second class yields a member of the latter. This 
combination leads to another c aracterization of absolute retracts of n-chromatic 
graphs. They are just the retracts of a product of and reflexive paths. 
we denote the class of all absolute retracts of n-chromatic graphs, i.e., 
is n-chromatic and simple, and 
(ii) whenever G is an isometric subgraph of a simple graph 6’ which is also 
n-chromatic, then there is a retraction of 6’ onto 6. 
By RRR we denote the class of all absolute retracts of regcxive graphs, i.e., 
G E ARR if and only if there is a retraction of the reflexive graph G’ onto G 
whenever G is an isometric subgraph of G’. 
The diameter of a graph G, diam 6, is the maximum distance in G. Any vertex 
v which is at diameter distance from some other vertex is called a dimnetrical 
WHPX. 
N,(u) is called the neighbourbtood of the vertex ck in G and consists of all 
neigkboun of u, i.e., all vertices of G which are adjacent o u. Note that N,(u) 
includes the vertex u if G is a reflexive graph, however if G is simple u does not 
belong to IV&). 
A vertex v of G satisfying IV,,(v) c AI&V) for some vertex w E V(G), v # W, is 
called ernbedduble into W, equivale%ly, the vertex-deleted subgraph G - v is a 
*etract of G. 
The following th23~33. is proved in Ban&Et -- esch [2] (see also Pesch- 
oguntke [IS]). 
. GEA 
-visamembe 
if every diametrical vertex v of G is embeddable 
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Fig. 2. 
also want to mention that any retract Ii of G E A also belongs to A 
of G E AR, belongs to AE& too. For a proof see 112, 151. 
,, is uniquely n-colorable, i.e., there is a unique homomorphism 
(up to an automorphism of K,). The reason is that every vertex TV of 
complete graph .& in G and C always contains an embeddable 
us induction on the number of vertices of G yields the assertion. The 
he graphs in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are absolute retracts belonging to 
aph in Fig. 2(c) is an a 
. 2(d) belongs to both, 
uct which connects the 
llct 
m 
.- 
0-- 
i=l 
sia 
are 
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an be graphs. 
e 
0 i 
0 ii 
(iii; 
( ) iv 
, g’h) 1 (g, g’) E E(G) and h E V( 
arks are easy to check. 
are finite, connected graphs with 1 
matic number of G X(G) = ye s 2 
oduct K,, QD P is uniquely olorable. 
two simple graphs C and 
grtrphs with diam G 2 1. Then for all 
max{dG(g, g’); d,(h, h ‘)) s dceH(gh, g ‘h’) 
s max{d& g’); d&h, h’)} + 1. 
g’h’ be two vertices of G 63 Let &(g, g’):= 
gk+, g’) be a shortest pat from g to g’ in G and let &(h, h’) : = 
(h, hl, hz, . . . 9 he-l, h’) be a shortest path which joins h and h’ in 
. ,g,_lh+l, g&‘, . . . ,gk+h’,g’h’) if k> e 
l ’ a-h-~, g’h, gk--hiG+1, g’h+E, . . .p g’h’) 
if k < 8 and k = t? (mod 2) 
. . l 9 gk-lhk-l, g’b, gk--lk+l, g’hk+z, . l . ’ guh’, g’h’) 
else 
is a path of lerdgt 4’(PGBH(gh, g’h’)) 2 dG&gh, g’h’) in G @ 
e above osition immediately im lies the fo!lowing: 
e 
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see by induction on the number of edges of H. If 
and G x H@) = 6, whence we are done. 
deletion does not disconnect then let 
with pendant vertices h’, h’ E V( 
when we delete the e 
m H. Otherwise, i.e., if 
.e., N”(h’) = {h’}. T’k 
which results from the edge (h’, h”j and 
removing h’ from Then by the induction hypothesis G x H’(‘) is uniquely 
n-coloring as follows: if cG : G + 
with c’(gh) := c&g) for all ve 
loring of G x H’? 
w results from G x H’(‘) only by addition of the edges 
(gh’, g’h”) (and vertices g’h” for all g’ E V(G)) where (g, g’) E E(G), and 
(h’, h”) E E(H). us consider the map c : G x H@)- K, with c(gh) := cG(g). 
S&e g #g’ for any additional edge (gh’, g’h’) of G x H(‘) which is not in 
GX ‘@I, it is c(gh’) = c’(gh’) # c’(g’h’) = c(g’h”j if H is not a tree, otherwise 
c(gh’) = cG(g) #c&g’) = c(g’h’j. Thus c is also an n-coloring of the vertex set of 
G x If”‘, obviously unique, because G x IF(‘) and G are uniquely colorable. q 
e next theorem gives a characterization of absolute retracts of reflexive 
and of absolute retracts of n-chromatic graphs. Hi combines both ckasses of 
absolute retracts. 
For each n 3 2, G E AR, and Ii(‘) E A if and only if G x Ii!‘) E 
follows immediately since G is a retract of 
SD we only have”to show that I#‘) is an absolute retract. 
sufficient o find a vertex z in w which is adjacent o all 
. , h,) and any fixed vertex g E V(G) all vertices 
G 69 pi are uniquely 
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case 2. diam G QD 
Induction on the number of vertices of 6. 
e 2,l. GWQ. n particular this yields diam gdiam G. Using that each 
diametrical vertex of 
diametrical vertex r~ o 
w) be a path of len v, 4) = 
in the graph n there exists for vertices 
X, y E V(G) a shortest path PG~&v, yw) from the vertex xv to ye in G @H 
with length Q&,s&v, yw)), where 
diam G QD W 3 ~‘(PG~H(XV, yw)) = &e&q yw), 
dH(v, w), ifpt33, orifn=Zznd 
&&=9, YW) = d&x, y) = &(v, w) (mod 21, 
dH(v, w) + 1, else. 
For each vetiex z E NG(y) and each LP E N&w) (zu, yw) is an edge in G 8 
Since yw is a diametrical vertex of G @ H (see the first proposition and 
remark above), yw is embeddable in a vertex, say y’w’ E V(G @ 
N&w) G NH(r)(w’). 
If n 3 3 it is possible to embed the vertex yw nearer by at least 1 to the vertex 
xv because the vertex yw at distance dGB&v, yw) from XV is embeddable, 
perhaps at least 1 nearer to xv in the absolute retract (G @ H) - yw, where yw is 
assumed to be embeddable in yw. Successive application for the vertex-deleted 
subgraphs yields the extra condition for yw. If n = 2 the distance from the 
diametrical associate of yw LO the vertex in which yw is embeddable is 
diamG@H-2=dH(v, w)- whence we cc;?clude w + w ‘. 
So H@) - w is a retract of ‘I. Introduction on the number of vertices of H 
yields W - w E ARR because G @ (H’ - w) is a retract of G @ H and therefore 
G Qp (M - W) E AR, holds, too. Since this holds for all diametrical vertices 
w E V(H), we conclude with Theorem 1 that H@) E A 
Cme 2.2. K, p 6. In the graph G we can find a vertex x which is embeddable 
into a vertex y E V(G) because G is an absolute retract. Now every vertex XM of 
is embeddable in yu E V(G 60 11) for all u E V(H), therefore G - x 8 H is 
a retract of G CO nduction on the number of vertices of (3‘ yields 
retract of T, and find a retrac 
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of Gr consists of ibe vertices of G and the vertices of T without the vertices of 
&!I, i.e., 
V(G&= V(G) u V(T)\V(G @ 
e edge set of GT is 
E(GT):= (G) U {(g, t) f) E E(T) with g E: V(G), 
e definition of (I#‘)), is analiogous to that of Gp 
)u V(T)\V(G @ 
and 
(r)) U {(h, t) 1 (gf, t) E E(T) with g E V(G), 
hN(H),gh~V(G@H),tN(T)W(G@H)} 
u {(b f2) E WI 1 t19 1’2 E V(T)\V(G QD WI. 
All other vertices of T which are not adjacent o any vertex of G 8 
same a 
0 ii c in GT, x(G) =x(GT). Since G QD is s&quely 
n-colorable we may color G 63 first for each n-coloring of T. For a given 
of G, there exists also an n-coloring 
n) of G @H with cc,&gh) = e&g) for each gh E 
also n-chromatic if x(T) = n. Every vertex t E V(T) \ 
olor in GT as in T. 
have to show now that G is an isometric 
t there is a pair of verti 
dc,(g, g’) *C d&g, (:‘I. Then there are two vertices h, h’ E 
d,(gh, g’h’) s d,,(g, g’) < d&s 8’) s da&h, g”h’), 
h contradicts to the isometry of G 8 
nalogously we can see that H(‘) is iso 
of the retraction f : T 
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absolute retracts of n-chromati 
absolute retract of reflexive gra 
hs because eat ath P!fi of length q is an 
Is0 [2, 7, Il, 123. 
reach n&4, GE 
and q such that G is a retract of 
x >s( PW 
i=l ’ 
. 
It is convenient o define 
if and only if there are natural numbers s 
R”,(n) : = x 52 Iy. 
i=l 
(141 the author provides an isometric embedding of an arbitrary n-colored 
graph G into the product _R”,(n) with q : = diam G and s : = 1 V(G)1 as follows: Let 
V(G):={v,, . . . , v,). e define the embedding of G in R”,(n) while we attach 
to each Vi E V(G) an s 1 - tuple Oi := (C(V), dc(vi, VI), . . . , dc(Vip V,)), where 
c is an n-coloring of G. It is easy to check that the above mapping describes an 
isochromatic embedding. For the isometry and some more details see [I4]. If 
G E AR, is isometrically embedded into R”,(n j, t!xn G is a retract of this product. 
Now let tis assume that G is a retract of R”,( for soinz q, s E NO. 
point out that R”,(n) E AR, for any q, s E No. re we define R$ = K,. We 
proceed by induction on s. If s = 0, then R:(n) E AR, and for s = 1 Theorem 2 
yields the assertion R:(n) = K,, x P$‘) E AR, for all q E No. For each s 2 2 we 
have R”,(n) = R:-‘(n) x P, (? Again Theorem 2 together with the induction 
hypothesis R:-‘(n) E AR, yields R:(n) E ARn, for a!! 4 E No_ Singe each retract of 
an absolute retract is also one, we have G E AR,, which proves the theorem. Cl 
Figure 3 gives an example to Theorem 3. The graph G is ai retract of 
G 
ig. 3. 
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3 x P6” E A ,, hence CEA 
isometric embedding of G. 
E. Pesch 
The heavily drawn Sines of K3 X Py’ yield the 
a retract of an n-chromatic graph 43 and $i) is 4 retract of a 
then the product RG x R$) is a retract of product C X H(‘) 
which is n-chromatic. 
Let rG : 6 + RG ami rH : W- R$’ be two retractions. If we define 8 map 
r:G XH(“+RG X R$’ by r(gh):= rG(g)rH(h) for all gh E V(G x H(‘)), then it is 
easy to see that r is a retractkn. 0 
PI 
PI 
PI 
VI 
PI 
161 
PI 
WI 
PI 
WI 
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